THUNDERBIRD
As recorded by Z Z Top
(From the 1978 Album FANDANGO)

Words and Music by Z Z Top

Intro

Fast Blues Rock Shuffle \( \frac{d}{4} = 202 \ (\frac{3}{4} - \frac{3}{4}) \)

Bm 8 fr.    F7    G7 3 fr.

[A] Intro

Get high, everybody, get high.

Get high, everybody, get high.

Get

Chorus

everybody, get high.

Get high, everybody, get high.

Have you
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Verse
All of them like to roam, in that Thunderbird Oh.

Really makes you feel so fine——— Really goes down so

What's the word? Thunderbird

really puts you in the groove

Have you kids from Texas, grow so big and tall

them kids from Texas——— grow so big and
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What's the word
Thunderbird.

It's

let ring---------

Full

Guitar Solo

C7

Gtr III

F7

C7

G7

C7
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Have you heard?                              What's the word?                               It's

Really makes you loose loose, loose, Really goes down so

Really puts you in the groove. Have you heard? What's the

It's Thunderbird. Get hi hi high,

in the sky I'm gonna get yes you'll be If you come and rock me

Have you heard? What's the word? It's